Target detection during active visual search was examined. The chance corrected spatial distribution of target detection was found to be symmetrically distributed around the point of fixation and, unexpectedly, was independent of the proximity of fixations to the display boundaries. Memory was found to play a very limited role in target detection, but a significant role in the guidance of eye movements. A model of covert shifts was used to estimate the number and spatial distribution of shifts required to explain observed performance. An increase from one to five shifts per fixation across increasing array set size as estimated by two different methods was inconsistent with unchanging fixation durations, suggesting that multiple covert shifts are not occurring during the fixations in active search.
Introduction
During a maintained visual fixation, visual attention can be directed away from the point of fixation to other locations or objects within the scene. The mechanism that provides such eccentric scrutiny has been described as an effortful covert shifting of the focus of attention to different objects or locations within the scene (Engel, 1971; Ericksen & Hoffman, 1972; Neisser, 1967; Posner, Nissen, & Ogden, 1978; Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . Explicit cueing paradigms have shown that shifting attention to a peripheral target location can increase discriminability and speed information processing (Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Engel, 1971; Posner, 1980) , even alter stimulus appearance (Gobell & Carrasco, 2005) , as long as factors such as acuity at the peripheral site are consistent with the task requirements . Serial covert scanning hypotheses have played a major role in various models of attention during the past 30 years (see review, Cave & Bichot (1999) ).
In active visual search tasks where information that can guide search performance is very limited or not available, the average number of fixations occurring prior to target detection is still far fewer than a simple serial inspection would require, indicating that information about more than one stimulus is acquired during each fixation (Findlay & Brown, 2006; Maioli, Benaglio, Siri, Sosta, & Cappa, 2001; Motter & Holsapple, 2000) . A reasonable initial hypothesis is that additional stimuli are inspected by covert shifts of attention during each fixation of active search. The existence of serial, covert shifts has been inferred from a positive correlation between array set size and reaction time measures of target presence/absence detection (Chun & Wolfe, 2001; Krose & Julesz, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 2003) . However, set-size effects in visual search can also be produced by limited capacity parallel processing (Shaw & Shaw, 1977) , by differences in spatial density near the target (Motter & Holsapple, 2000; Motter & Simoni, 2007) the discriminability of the stimuli through stimulus interference or increased noise in the decision process (Eckstein, 1998; Eckstein, Thomas, Palmer, & Shimozaki, 2000; Geisler & Chou, 1995; McElree & Carrasco, 1999; Palmer, Verghese, & Pavel, 2000; Verghese & Nakayama, 1994) . Nevertheless, it has been established that attention does shift away from fixation to the location of a saccadic target just prior to the eye movement (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Kowler, Anderson, Dosher, & Blaser, 1995; Peterson, Kramer, & Irwin, 2004) . Thus covert shifts of attention away from the fixation point do occur during eye movement search. During planned or practiced sequences of saccades the distribution of attention has been shown to be closely associated with either the current item fixated or with the target of the next one or two planned saccades (Araujo, Kowler, & Pavel, 2001; Godijn & Theeuwes, 2003; Peterson et al., 2004) although planning beyond the next saccade has not always been found to be the case (Gersch, Kowler, & Dosher, 2004) . Thus the existence of multiple covert shifts during free search for the purpose of finding and selecting the target is unsettled. The primary arguments against the involvement of covert shifts are based on considerations of fixation duration. If covert shifts occur, then the discovery of the target should in the average result in shorter saccadic latencies (shorter fixation durations) to targets compared to non-targets (Findlay, 2004 ). This has not been observed (Findlay, 1997; Motter & Belky, 1998b) .
Furthermore multiple covert serial shifts should correlate with fixation duration. While estimates of the time required to make a covert shift vary from tens to hundreds of milliseconds depending on how the process is modeled (Wolfe, 2003) even using a moderate estimate of 50 ms it is difficult to accommodate multiple serial covert scans within the relatively short fixation durations of active search. A principle aim of this study was to estimate the number of covert shifts being made during each fixation with the expectation that major changes in the number of covert shifts must be associated with changes in fixation duration.
In this study our intent is to determine the spatial extent of visual processing during a single fixation of visual search under conditions that rule out as much strategy or topdown guidance as possible, essentially eliminating any salience map and forcing search to proceed in a rather blind manner. By adopting these conditions we try to restrict the performance to the issue of the shape identification of the target and thus the role of covert shifts in target identification. The visual display has a boundary that naturally introduces some non-random component to the search strategy; therefore our analysis considers display boundaries and the impact of boundaries on the directing of covert shifts. We measure the spatial range over which items are examined during the fixations of visual search and the effect of the proximity of display boundaries on this range. From these measurements we deduce the minimum number of covert shifts required to account for the probability of target detection based on the hypothesis that detection requires directing attention to each item serially. These constraints permit the construction of a simple covert shift model (see Section 2.5) that attributes the probability of target detection to serial covert shifts of attention. The overall probability of target detection can be derived from two independent measurements: (1) the measured probability of target detection as a function of target eccentricity from each fixation during search, and (2) the observed cumulative probability of target detection as a function of the number of saccades required for detection. Given the detection probabilities, the number of covert shifts that are needed to produce equivalent detection probabilities can be estimated by either method. We have characterized the probability of target detection during active search as spatial function representing an attentive filter (Motter & Belky, 1998a; Motter & Holsapple, 2001) . The attentive filter is simply a description of the spatial profile of the probability of target detection irrespective of underlying mechanisms. Consequently if covert shifts occur their average effects are completely summarized by the spatial profile of this detection sensitivity distribution. The spatial extent of covert shifts can be estimated from the number of covert shifts and the detection sensitivity distribution. Certainly trial-by-trial variations are expected, but these variations, whether they occur by voluntary strategies or by principles related to the exact arrangement of items in the displays, are nonetheless summarized by the sensitivity distribution.
In our studies Rhesus monkeys perform a difficult Ts and Ls search task through arrays of stimuli that are randomly placed within the display area. Their task is to find and fixate a target that is always present. Our measurements of saccades during such search tasks have shown that most saccades accurately target a single stimulus on each fixation (Motter & Belky, 1998b; Motter & Holsapple, 2000 . While other tasks may be optimally solved by strategies that land fixations between stimuli (Findlay, 1997; He & Kowler, 1989 Zelinsky, Rao, Hayhoe, & Ballard, 1997; Zelinsky & Sheinberg, 1997) , accurate saccades to stimuli are an optimal strategy for this task given the spatial profile of the actual measured distributions of detection probability and the task to find and fixate the target quickly. Higher overall saccade accuracy in our paradigms may also result from use of dense stimulus arrays (McSorley & Findlay, 2003) . Given an item sampling strategy the simplest detection scenario would be for items to be inspected one at a time until the target is found. In a randomly arranged array there is no item by item search strategy that produces a better result than a random search, i.e., although we do not expect a search strategy to be random, no systematic search strategy produces a better result than chance. Like others before us, we have found that the search rate is, in fact, faster than that predicted by a 1/N chance rate, where N is the number of items in the search array. This result can be true in a randomly arranged array only if (1) more than one item is inspected for each saccade/fixation pair, (2) search is constrained to a subset of the N items, or (3) there is a significant memory of inspected items. Evidence exists for each of these conditions, but each condition is constrained in terms of (1) the spatial extent over which items can be inspected (Motter & Belky, 1998a; Motter & Holsapple, 2000 : Toet & Levi, 1991 , (2) the use of some stimulus attributes but not all (Gilchrist, Heywood, & Findlay, 1999; Motter & Belky, 1998b; Motter & Holsapple, 2000) , and (3) a very restricted use of memory (McCarley, Wang, Kramer, Irwin, & Peterson, 2003; Motter & Holsapple, 2001) .
Target detection during visual search is not simply a matter of covert shifts or other processing during fixation. Chance discovery and memory can play significant roles. The chance discovery of a target at any given eccentricity by 'accidentally' saccading to it is not simply 1/N because the probability of making a saccade to each item in the scene is not 1/N. Empirical observations demonstrate that saccades are not as likely to go to a far item as to a nearby item. Therefore the probability of chance discovery must be derived from a consideration of the distribution of item spacing and the distribution of saccade amplitudes. We have demonstrated the use of this approach for saccades (Motter & Holsapple, 2001) , and a similar rationale is used here for covert shifts. The role of memory during visual search is less clear cut. Is the processing of an item during a single fixation in active search altered by the memory of that item from a previous fixation? The evidence suggests that memory's role is quite limited in this sense, equivalent to only a few items at most (Findlay, Brown, & Gilchrist, 2001; Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998; Krendel & Wodinsky, 1960; Peterson, Kramer, Wang, Irwin, & McCarley, 2001 ). On the other hand, the role of memory in terms of the guidance of saccades, as opposed to the identification of objects, may be a separate and larger capacity system (Findlay & Brown, 2006; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Watson, Humphreys, & Olivers, 2003) . We see evidence of this distinction in our results.
What ever the detection mechanism is, whether serial, parallel, or a hybrid combination, its effectiveness, the extent to which the mechanism identifies targets, is limited by the measurement of the spatial distribution of detection sensitivity. Our first step in examining the detection process was to recognize that the minimum number of items that must be inspected during a fixation to account for performance also corresponds to what can be described as an efficient covert shift model. Determining what that minimum number of items is, how it changes as the array density changes and whether it changes when fixation is near display boundaries allows us to place specific constraints on any model of covert shifts as the principle detection mechanism. Our measurements provide a direct comparison between fixation duration and the number of items that must be processed during a fixation to account for performance. While serial shifts of attention must be associated with increments in processing time, we found no reasonable correlation between fixation duration and the number of items that must be processed. Although in the end we conclude that covert shifts are not a plausible explanation for the detection mechanism, our study provides a clear description of the number and spatial distribution of items that must be processed during a single fixation in search, the timing of these events and the role of chance and memory.
Methods

Subjects
Four rhesus monkeys were trained to search for specified targets within an array of stimulus items. The monkeys were highly practiced subjects before beginning these experiments. Each animal had a scleral search coil implanted in one eye. All displays were viewed binocularly. All experiments were conducted under protocols that minimized pain or discomfort and were approved by the VA and SUNY-UMU Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees.
Stimulus
Stimuli were high contrast, red T's and L's formed by combining two 1.25 by 0.25 degree bars. The orientation of each stimulus in the array was randomly determined for each trial in steps of 60°. The stimuli were presented on a Hitachi HM-4319 video monitor at a viewing distance of 57 cm that yielded a 22 pixel/°resolution. Stimuli were generated using a graphics coprocessor card (SGT-P, Number Nine) and a MS-DOS based PC computer system running custom software. Stimulus display timing and eye position collection were synchronized to the 55 Hz refresh rate of the video system. Stimulus luminance was 34 cd/m 2 on a gray background of 8 cd/m 2 . Stimulus displays were arranged in either a rectangular or a circular configuration. Animal LTL viewed a 34 · 25.5 degree rectangular configuration, animal CTL viewed a 27.2 · 20.4 degree rectangular configuration, and animals MTL and OTL viewed a 25°diameter circular configuration. Array sets of 6, 12, 24, 48, or 96 stimuli, including the target, were randomly placed within the display area with the exception of an overlap minimization constraint that required a minimum of 1.0°center to center stimulus separation.
Behavioral task
The behavioral task was to find and fixate a target, either a T amongst Ls or a L amongst Ts. Trials were initiated by the computer program with the presentation of a small fixation dot at screen center. If the monkey fixated the dot within 1 s and within 0.5°the trial proceeded, else the dot was removed and the standard intertrial interval of 1.5-3.0 s was presented. If the monkey achieved fixation the dot was replaced after 0.3-0.6 s by the target for the trial. The target was drawn randomly trial by trial from the 12 possible stimuli (6 rotations · 2 shapes). We were careful to avoid a strategy of using only a subset of stimuli as targets because a consistent mapping practice can lead to 'pop-out' like performance (Motter & Belky, 1996; Shiffrin & Schenider, 1977) . All stimuli were red, randomly oriented and randomly positioned in the field to minimize any potential feature cues that could be used to guide selective attention and eye movements within the array. On any given trial only the shape of the T vs. L differentiates a target from the distracters. These methods remove the major sources of guidance from this study, such as color selection or a grid search strategy that are normally present in search studies. These conditions allowed us to focus on the stimulus detection mechanism. After viewing the target for 1.0-1.5 s the target was withdrawn and the stimulus array was presented. The task was to find and fixate the target for 600 ms. The target was always present and search always started from the center of the display. The location of the target in the display was randomly selected. The distractor stimuli were randomly drawn from all six different orientations of the opposite shape. The array set size was randomly chosen on each trial. Acquisition of the target was defined by an eye position that was within 1.0°of the center of the target for 600 ms. If the target was not acquired within 7.2 s the trial was terminated. The monkeys were rewarded for finding the target within the allotted time and were proportionately rewarded for short search times.
Calibration and data analysis
Eye position was sampled at the midpoint of each video frame presentation. Calibration was achieved by having the monkey fixate a series of targets at 35 locations on the screen. The average analog signal at each position was then used to determine constants for a pair of 4th order polynomials in x and y using matrix inversion. The polynomial equations were then solved in real time for each eye position sample. Calibrations were done at the beginning of each daily session and varied day to day only in minor detail possibly associated with the error in resetting hardware positions between animals. Fixations were defined by using a threshold of 11°/s, below which a fixation was declared, above which a saccade was declared.
Detection probability measurements were based on the mid-trial fixations of active search saccade, excluding the initial fixation that is based on the location of the initial fixation target in the middle of the screen and the final fixation on the target. Given that we could not control where the animal looked during each trial, we elected to obtain a minimum of 40,000 mid-trial fixations from each subject to provide a reasonable database for analysis. Spatial detection sensitivity curves were constructed by measuring the location of the target relative to each mid-trial fixation location and determining whether the ensuing saccade captured the target (Motter & Belky, 1998a) . The spatial sensitivity data were then fit with a logistic function of the form y = a/(1 + (x/c) b ). The distribution of saccadic amplitudes was measured for all saccades that did not capture the target. The saccade amplitude distributions were then fit with an exponential function of the form y = ax c e Àbx . These fitted functions were then used to manipulate the data sets in the estimation of the various probabilities set forth by the equations stated in Section 3 and the Appendix A. The logistic and exponential functions were chosen only on the basis of their fit to the data with no other implied significance. Curve fitting, integration and other procedures were carried out using standard packages (Sigmaplot, SPSS).
The covert shift model
We model the covert shift system in a manner similar to a saccadelike mechanism (Motter & Holsapple, 2001) . Two simple assumptions are required. The first is an assumption of serial processing; covert shifts of attention inspect only a single item at a time, anything more constitutes a hybrid serial-parallel mechanism. The second is that covert inspections are efficient, i.e., a target is detected if it is inspected. Together these strong assumptions produce the minimum number of covert shifts necessary to account for the data. Violations of the efficiency assumption simply increase the number of required shifts, this is addressed in the Discussion. To develop the covert model, assume for the moment, that on each fixation and prior to the next saccade a single covert shift is made to another item. Let us also assume that when we make a covert shift to an item, a decision is made regarding whether the item is the target or not. If the item to which the covert shift is made is the target, then the next saccade follows the covert shift to that item. If the covert shift lands on a non-target item, then the following saccade is made by a random item selection and target discovery occurs with a 1/N probability. The detection probability associated with a covert scanning procedure like this would show an enhancement of detection probability associated with each fixation. It would be as if two superimposed saccade mechanisms were active: a real saccade that produces a 1/N contribution and a covert shift mechanism that provides another 1/N contribution. If we allow for more than a single covert shift per fixation, then the observed enhancement over 1/N depends on the average number of covert shifts occurring per fixation (a). This produces an overall enhancement of a/N attributed to the covert system in addition to the 1/N contribution by the saccade system.
Results
In the first section an evaluation of the spatial distribution of attention is made with emphasis on the spatial symmetry of attention, corrections for chance discovery and the impact of display borders on the distribution of attentive processes. In the second section the number of items that covert shifts must inspect to account for performance defined by the spatial distribution of attention is determined. In order to validate these measures we then develop in the third and fourth sections an independent estimate of the number of covert shifts needed to account for performance. This evaluation requires an estimate of the contribution of memory to target detection that is made in the third section, which is used in the fourth section to correct estimates of the number of covert shifts derived by a survivor analysis of the cumulative probability of detection functions. The final section compares the two evaluations of covert shifts to offer a validation of the methods of estimation.
Estimating the spatial distribution of attentive processes during fixation
What can be said about the spatial distribution of attention during the fixations of active search? One can imagine that attention is directed anywhere in the display in a manner consistent with the results of maintained fixation search paradigms. We found target detection to be more restricted during active search than it appears to be during maintained fixation search. The probability of target detection as a function of target eccentricity during active search data was measured by using the location of the target relative to each fixation location and determining whether the ensuing saccade captured the target (Motter & Belky, 1998a; Motter & Holsapple, 2000 Motter & Simoni, 2007) . The overall sensitivity curves constructed in this manner contain all of the probability sources that together define P t , the total probability of target discovery on any given fixation. The probability of chance discovery by saccades, P s , can be removed from these curves (Motter & Holsapple, 2001 ) resulting in a spatial sensitivity distribution that describes the probability of target detection. The profile of these curves is independent of any assumptions regarding the nature of the mechanisms of attentive detection. It defines an area around the fixation point within which objects are detected by either parallel or serial processes. If we assume a serial covert shifting of attention takes place during the fixations of active search, we can estimate the minimum number of covert shifts needed to explain the observed spatial distribution. In the following section we will show that the spatial distribution of the covert shifts that underlie this probability distribution can be obtained by modeling covert shifts in a manner similar to those of saccades. While we obviously cannot measure the covert shifts directly, we can deduce the distribution of the locations visited by covert shifts during fixation from the spatial distribution of detection probability.
Before defining the spatial distribution of covert shifts of attention three issues about the sensitivity functions describing the spatial distribution of the probability of target detection need to be resolved. (1) What is the shape of the spatial sensitivity function once chance discovery due to the saccades has been removed? (2) Is the spatial sensitivity function radially symmetric about the point of fixation? (3) Is the spatial sensitivity function the same in each local area of the display, or is it affected by the proximity of fixation to display borders? 3.1.1. Correcting spatial sensitivity curves for chance contributions from saccades
Accounting for the portion of the overall spatial sensitivity curve that is due to the chance contribution of saccades is equivalent to determining the chance probability of making a saccade to target from the current point of fixation. While the chance of saccading to the target is 1/N, the distribution of that probability is not uniform across the display surface. Why not? The reason is that the probability of making a saccade to each item in the display from the current position is not equal. Saccades are more likely to target nearby items then they are to cross large expanses of the screen (Motter & Belky, 1998b) . Furthermore the random placement of stimuli on the display surface discourages systematic strategies as those strategies do not provide any performance benefit. The probability of making a saccade to a particular eccentricity, P SAD (r), can be estimated by constructing the saccade amplitude distribution (SAD) from all the saccades except the last one on each trial (Motter & Holsapple, 2001) . Note that our choice of stimuli eliminated any feature cues that might distinguish the stimuli and provide guidance other than the identification of the target by its shape. The last saccade is presumably not random, it went to the target, but the preceding saccades can be considered to have been randomly made since they did not go to the target. Likewise, the probability of finding an item at a particular eccentricity, r, from the current item, P ISD (r), can be found by generating the interstimulus distance distribution (ISD) for the display. Note that the ISD for randomly placed items is dependent on the size and shape of the display surface but is actually independent of the array set size. The set of items at a particular eccentricity can be derived by multiplying the probability of a stimulus at eccentricity r by the number of items in the array. Finally the probability that the target is one of that set of items is simply 1/(P ISD (r) AE N). Therefore the probability of making a saccade by chance to the target when the target is at a particular eccentricity, P s (r), can be stated as,
The overall spatial sensitivity curves for the Ts and Ls search task are shown in Fig. 1a for monkey CTL. The sensitivity curves represent the probability of detecting a target as a function of the targets eccentricity from the current point of fixation during active search. The symbols represent the binned data and the curves a logistic curve fit to the data (see Section 2.4). Each symbol represents a different array set size. The SAD distributions derived from the data set for this monkey are shown in Fig. 1b . The ISD distribution for the display used with monkey CTL is shown by the thick line in Fig. 1b . Both SAD and ISD are empirically derived. Fig. 1c plots the spatial shape and magnitude of the chance contribution to search derived from the measured values of the ISD and SAD and Eq. (1). The spatial bias of the SAD's relative to the ISD produce the curves shown in Fig. 1c , each of which integrates to the appropriate 1/N chance value. Each monkey exhibited essentially the same profiles.
A corrected spatial distribution of the probability of detection with chance detection removed can be calculated by an appropriate subtraction of the chance curves in Fig. 1c from the total probability curves in Fig. 1a (for details, see Appendix item 1). Fig. 1d illustrates the results for the different array set sizes; this represents the detection probability associated with covert shifts (or any other mechanism responsible for detection). Note that the general shape of the sensitivity curves remain the same as seen in Fig. 1a and the differences in the sensitivity curves associated with array set size remain. The profile of these curves is actually independent of any assumptions regarding the nature of the mechanisms of attentive detection. However, having removed the probability of overt chance discovery, we can attribute the remaining probability to the action of a covert scanning process in order to deduce its mechanisms in line with the approach outlined in Section 1.
Spatial sensitivity curves are radially symmetric about the point of fixation
It is important to know whether the sensitivity distribution is actually radially symmetric. The symmetry of the sensitivity curves was examined by determining the direction and distance of the target from each fixation location. The space around each fixation was divided into pie slice shaped octants and the spatial distribution of the probability of target detection was determined separately for targets appearing in each octant. Octants were centered (±22.5°) on horizontal, vertical or 45°oblique meridians. Fig. 2 displays the results of this analysis by plotting the spatial sensitivity curves for each octant in a single graph, using separate graphs for each of the array set sizes. Each curve shows the gradual decay of detection probability as the target is located further away from fixation. The radial symmetry of the sensitivity curves is evident in the fact that the octant curves overlap considerably. The increased jitter in the smaller arrays reflects a smaller number of observations. This result was the same in each data set we examined from every animal. Thus unlike the spatial sensitivity associated with humans reading English text (Rayner & Fischer, 1996) , where a right side bias dominates, target detection in a randomly organized field is radially symmetric about the point of fixation for our monkey subjects.
Spatial sensitivity curves are not determined by local positions within the display
The measured functions and distributions shown in Fig. 1a and b and Fig. 2 are global averages taken across the display. Are the spatial sensitivity distributions depicted in 1a and d simply an average profile that is in fact rarely realized during actual search or do the curves faithfully reflect a gradient of detection probability that exists at each fixation location during search? Because the display is bounded, that is it has edges, the interstimulus distribution (shown as a thick line in Fig. 1b ) is locally determined. For example, the set of interstimulus distances as seen from locations near the edge of the display will differ from a set taken at the center. Similar reasoning suggests that the saccade amplitude distribution is also locally determined. We have found however that these two distributions change in such an exact manner that the chance functions depicted in Fig. 1c are independent of display location.
These issues were examined by dividing the display surface into 4 different zones (labeled W, X, Y, and Z), shown for the rectangular search field in Fig. 3a . The data associated with fixations lying within each zone were analyzed separately. These zones were chosen so that the proximity of the display edges would dramatically alter the interstimulus distributions for each zone. For the circular displays used for monkeys MTL and OTL a nested set of concentric subdivisions was used. Analyses were also carried out separately for each array set size. Fig. 3 illustrates the results of the analyses for the array set size of 24 items for monkey CTL. Fig. 3b depicts the overall sensitivity curves calculated separately for each of the four zones. The curves are substantially overlapping. This observation indicates that no matter how the display is subdivided, the overall sensitivity curves are the same for fixations that occur within each local zone. This was initially surprising because we knew each local zone has its own characteristic interstimulus distribution (ISD). The local ISD's define the probability of finding an item at a given distance within the entire display from an item located within the local zone. The ISD's for the four zones illustrated in Fig. 3a are shown in Fig. 3c . As expected, the peaks of the ISD curves shift to greater distances for zones located closer to an edge of the display because from such an edge location there are relatively more items at greater distances. as measured for saccades beginning in each of the four zones. As expected the SAD curves also shift to longer amplitudes for saccades beginning closer to the display edges. What was not expected was that the ISD and SAD distributions change together so exactly that the chance functions, P s (r), calculated by using Eq. (1) are essentially identical, as shown in Fig. 3e . Finally, given the results for overall sensitivity functions shown in Fig. 3b and the results for chance discovery attributed to saccades shown in Fig. 3e , the spatial sensitivity functions depicting the corrected probability of target detection, P c (r), can be calculated (see Appendix item 1) and are shown in Fig. 3f . Fig. 3 illustrates data for the rectangular display. For the circular displays we used four zones based on eccentricity. The ISD's for these zones did not differ as dramatically as in the rectangular displays, because the distances to the display edges were more regular. The results were the same, the P c (r) curves overlapped as in Fig. 3f. Fig. 3 also illustrates data for only an array set size of 24 items. The same analysis was performed for each array set size and similar results were obtained in each case. As would be expected the P t curves vary with array set size (see Fig. 1a ) yet remain the same for each array set size across the different zones as in Fig. 3b . Across each array set size changes in the SAD compensate for the difference in the ISD and result in comparable P s and P c functions.
The results of the analyses illustrated in Fig. 3 state that the probability of target detection as a function of distance from fixation is independent of the location of fixation within the display. Within the context of a covert shift model this was unexpected. One hypothesis had been that the deployment of covert shifts at the edge of the display as compared to the center of the display would be different enough to alter the probability of target detection at a given distance. It seemed reasonable to assume that a display border to one side of fixation would change the concentration of covert shifts within the display and that, in turn, would change the detection probability. Fig. 3f shows that this is not the case, detection probability as defined by the spatial sensitivity function is independent of the display location. Because P c remains the same (the local P c (r) curves are identical), the distribution of covert shifts must vary precisely with the local changes in the ISD to achieve a P c (r) function that does not vary with fixation location. This is a major constraint. It means that the covert shifts, if they are occurring, must obey the same display edge constraints, as do saccades in terms of the spatial area over which Fig. 2 . Probability of target detection as a function of target eccentricity and direction. Data were sorted according to the directional bearing of the target with respect to each fixation and grouped into octants as indicated by the inset in the lower right graph. The probability of target detection as a function of eccentricity is plotted for each of these octants, and separately for each of four array set sizes for subject OTL. There are no systematic differences in the curves, indicating that target detection is symmetrical about the point of fixation. they roam. They are not free to roam anywhere on the display. Therefore, with regard to accounting for detection probability, the covert shifts appear to mimic saccades, thereby reinforcing our suggestion that they can be modeled in the same fashion.
It should be emphasized that the results in Fig. 3 are independent of the covert model. They simply represent the measured probability of target detection.
Estimating the spatial distribution of covert shifts during fixation
Various theories of attentive processing argue for or against the existence of covert shifts of attention based on temporal processing constraints. Here we take a different approach and develop a method to estimate the amplitude distribution of covert saccades. By estimating the (e) The probability of target discovery by chance, P s , was calculated for each zone. Note that ISDs and SADs change systematically so that the chance curves are very similar. (f) The probability of target detection curves corrected for chance discovery, P c , are essentially identical indicating that the local display position and the presence of nearby borders does not affect the probability of target detection. Data are illustrated for an array set size of 24 items.
amplitude distribution of covert shifts we can observe whether the distribution changes as we would expect it to under different boundary conditions. The origins and terminations of specific covert shifts are of course unknown. However, given an assumption that covert shifts are efficient in detection, the observed spatial distribution of detection probability constrains their distribution. If we can measure the spatial distribution of locations that needs to be visited by covert shifts to explain performance then we can estimate the amplitude distribution of covert shifts.
To accomplish this we propose that covert shifts obey the same 'principles' that dictate saccades and their contribution to search rate. The most significant principle is that the probability of making saccades or covert shifts to targets is constant, that is, it is independent of current position and independent of the form of the saccade or shift amplitude distribution, including any local distortions. Given this, the area of space within which covert shifts are made can be defined, although of course the trajectories taken by these shifts cannot be known. Thus, in a manner similar to the SAD for saccades, we define a covert shift location distribution (cSLD) as the distribution in space in the coordinate r (distance from fixation) of the set of covertly scanned locations. Let us start with the assumption that the process of covert scanning is a complete renewal process, that is, has no memory; items that are checked may be rechecked. This memory-free assumption defines a condition where a maximum number of covert shifts is needed to account for the observed detection probability, that is, the presence of any memory would reduce the number of covert shifts needed from this estimate. Let P o (r) be the probability that a target at distance r is detected by a single covert shift and let a be the number of covert shifts per fixation. For any single covert shift the probability that the target is not checked is simply (1 À P o ), therefore the chance that the target is not checked in a covert shifts is simply (1 À P o (r)) a . Thus the probability that the target is covertly detected is given
The total spatial sensitivity function P t (r) for the covert shift model can be written, using the appropriate additive combination of probabilities as:
where the probability of target detection by saccades, P s (r), is given by Eq. (1), and the probability of target detection by covert shifts is similarly given by
Before the cSLD can be estimated, a solution for the average number of covert shifts occurring per fixation (a) must be achieved. An estimate of a can be made from the spatial sensitivity estimates. Note that in Eq. (2) two of the three functions in r are known. In addition, P t (r), the total spatial sensitivity, can be measured directly (see Fig. 1 ). For saccades the chance probability of target detection, P s (r), was previously constructed (see Fig. 2c ) from the measures of SAD(r), ISD(r) and the known N.
Therefore by using the known approximation (1 À P o ) a = 1 À aP o for small values of P o , and substituting in the above we can rearrange and restate Eq. (2) as a Á P cSLD ðrÞ ¼ ½P t ðrÞ Á P ISD ðrÞ Á N À P SAD ðrÞ=½1 À P s ðrÞ ð4Þ
Allowing that over r's range cSLD(r) will integrate to 1 because it is a distribution function, Eq. (4) can be solved for estimates of a. Table 1 lists the estimates for a for each array set size and each subject. Arrays of six items need only a single covert shift per fixation to account for the observed probability of detection above chance levels. This would be reduced if a memory for the identity of previously inspected items was available. Generally as array set size and stimulus density increase, the number of covert shifts made per fixation increases by one for each doubling of array set size. In Section 4 we will validate these estimates of a using an independent measure.
Given these estimates of a we can use Eq. (4) to solve for the covert shift location distribution (cSLD) and extract an estimate of the cSLD as a function of distance from the fixation point. This provides a picture (Fig. 4) of the spatial distribution of locations of items visited by covert shifts during a fixation. It is clear that we cannot say anything about the actual trajectories of the covert shifts, either individually or in the average. But we can say that in order to produce the measured probability profiles shown for CTL in Fig. 1d , covert shifts must be limited to inspecting the items surrounding fixation according to the distribution of distances shown for CTL in Fig. 4a . Even if covert shifts are not totally efficient and there are shifts that reach locations farther away from fixation, Fig. 4 nevertheless depicts the spatial extent of the effective covert shifts that actually detect the target. Fig. 4 shows that effective covert shifts were in the average restricted to a small radius surrounding fixation. However, the fact that a target at a given eccentricity was detected with different probabilities depending upon array set size, implies that item eccentricity, per se, is not a limiting factor constraining the set of stimuli examined by covert shifts. There are two other possible sources of constraint. On one hand, the area examined by effective covert shifts could be constrained by the density of items. We have shown that the probability of detecting the target is a function of the local density of relevant stimuli in terms of the cortical representation of the stimuli in both mon- keys and humans (Motter & Holsapple, 2000; Motter & Simoni, 2007) . On the other hand, if we assume that the objective is to covertly examine some standard number of nearby items, then a contraction of the area covered by covert shifts (the breadth of the curves) is also consistent with an increasing array density. In order to shed some light on this question we turned to the analysis of local regions of the display. We argued that if a certain average number of items are being examined per fixation then the covert shift location distribution (cSLD) should be altered by the presence of a boundary such as the edge of the display. This should be the case because the presence of the boundary means that on the average one has to travel farther into the display to visit a certain number of items. This is in contrast to the case where fixation is in the middle of the display where the items are in all directions and one would not have to shift as far from fixation to examine a set number of items. Therefore in the average the cSLD should shift to larger distances as the fixation location approaches boundary edges of the display. On the other hand if the constraining factor is the density of items around the target, then no shift is expected in the cSLD because there is no correlation between target location and fixation location.
The cSLD analysis presented in Fig. 4 used global averages taken across the display. The same reasoning also applies to an analysis of data restricted to the local subdivisions of the display areas as depicted in Fig. 3a . Applying those same procedures and using data from an array set size of 24 items, analyses based on fixations within the local subdivisions of the display area resulted in the local cSLD and ISD distributions shown in Fig. 5 . Here again we use an array set size of 24 items to illustrate the data, but similar results were obtained using 6, 12, 48, and 96 item array set sizes. The cSLD curves for W, X, Y, and Z subdivisions are shown in Fig. 5a , c, and e for each of three animals representing the three different display configurations used. The local ISD distributions for each subdivision are shown in Fig. 5b, d , and f.
It is clear from the ISD distributions that as locations change from display center, W, to the display edge, Z, the peaks of the ISD distributions shift to greater distances. It is also clear that the size and shape of the display surface alters the ISD distributions, here Fig. 5b, d and f depict the three different display areas used in this study (see Section 2.2). Because these are distribution functions (and thus the area under each curve must integrate to 1.0), it is straight forward to recognize that increasing the available distances between objects, either by increasing the display size (OTL < CTL < LTL) or by shifting from the center to an edge of the display, has the effect of shifting the ISD distributions to the right, i.e., increasing distance.
In the case of chance discovery by saccades, the saccade amplitude distributions changed along with the ISD changes (see Section 3.1.3 and Fig. 3) . In contrast the cSLD distributions do not show any consistent change with substantial changes in the ISD distributions. Across display configurations (and monkeys) the curves are very similar. In each case, Fig. 5a , c and e, neither the peak nor the general shape of the cSLD distributions shift to larger distances as the fixation location moves toward the edges of the display. The differences that do exist do not appear to result from proximity to the edge of the display. Given that the area under the curve must remain constant, the differences in the height of the curves can be attributed to differences in the extent of the tail of the distributions. The tails of the distributions stretch to the maximum distances that exist for each local W, X, Y, Z subdivision. The result (Fig. 5a, c , and e) indicates that the covert shifts do not adapt to the local conditions of a boundary by exploring further into the display. In fact, given that the cSLD does not change, then because there are fewer items to examine (the ISD does change) and because the probability of detecting a target does not change (Fig. 3) , there must actually be fewer covert shifts occurring when fixation is near a boundary-that is, if covert shifts are in fact occurring. More generally this result means that whatever the attentive detection mechanism is, it cannot make use of a b Fig. 4 . Spatial distribution of locations visited by covert shifts. In order to produce the measured probability profiles, covert shifts must successfully inspect items at certain locations with respect to the point of fixation. These locations, but not the trajectories of shifts, can be estimated (Eq. (4) in text) and are shown here for each array set size for two subjects, CTL and OTL. Symbols mark the respective curves and are not data points.
the presence of a border to redirect its efforts towards locations containing additional items.
Cumulative probability estimates of the contribution of memory during active search
If there is a memory of the inspected items, the number of covert shifts needed to account for performance will be reduced from the estimates made in Table 1 . Therefore it is important to assess memory in these search conditions. Two different issues are important: the capacity of the memory during search and the time course of memory accumulation. The issue of memory in visual search has had substantial recent debate. Estimates of capacity range widely from none (Horowitz & Wolfe, 1998) , to around 3-4 items in memory (Luck & Vogel, 1997; McCarley et al., 2003) , or to quite a few (Gilchrist & Harvey, 2000; Klein & MacInnes, 1999; Peterson et al., 2001 ). Methods also vary widely. Our view is that these methods have addressed two distinct uses of memory that might contribute to visual Fig. 3 and Section 2). (b, d, and f) Although major differences in the ISD's are apparent, the covert shift location distributions calculated for the same local regions do not vary appreciably. Successful covert shifts are restricted to a region near the fixation point even when there are fewer stimuli in the region due to the presence of a display boundary. Data are shown for the array set size of 24 items for three animals, LTL, CTL, and OTL. Symbols mark the respective curves and are not data points.
search. One use is a memory for the identity of items in the display and their locations, the other is a memory for the locations visited but not necessarily what items were located at those locations. We have tried to address these two issues separately in the analyses that follow. To examine the identity and location memory, we elected to use methods that would allow us to examine the development of memory during the course of a search trial based on the cumulative probability of target detection. To examine the memory for location we employed a probability of re-examination method. Active visual search with eye movements through randomly organized stimulus arrays of simple objects such as those used in our paradigm proceeds primarily by a sequence of object fixations (Motter & Belky, 1998b , Motter & Holsapple, 2000 . Following previous models of random walk search behavior (Engle, 1977; Krendel & Wodinsky, 1960; Williams, 1966) , search rates can be summarized by analyzing performance in terms of survivor functions. If search is a very simple random walk through the set of objects, then the rate or probability of target discovery per inspection is simply 1/N. However, a simple random walk model need not make any limiting assumption about how much information is processed during each fixation. Each fixation can define a search area. Under such conditions the average rate or probability of target capture on a given fixation can be determined from the cumulative probability (P cum ) curve that is defined by
where f is the ordinal index of a fixation in the sequence of fixations required to find the target and P t is the probability of target discovery on any given fixation. Implicit in this expression is the constraint that the value of P t does not change in the average from fixation to fixation. For search this poses the problem of an assumption of no or unchanging memory for the identity of objects in the display, because, if items are remembered after they are encountered, then P t will change (increase) as memory reduces the effective N following each inspection of a stimulus item. A standard method (see Appendix item 2) for determining whether a change is occurring is to plot log(1 À P cum ) as a function of the fixation sequence. If P t is constant, the plotted function will be a straight line. If P t increases because of memory, then the function will curve downward. The cumulative probability curves and log(1 À P cum ) functions are plotted in Fig. 6 for two of the monkey subjects performing the standard single color Ts and Ls task (see Section 2) and searching through arrays of 6, 12, 24, 48, and 96 items. The log(1 À P cum ) versus fixation curves in Fig. 6c and d are fairly straight over most of the search trial, indicating that the value of P t was relatively constant throughout the trial. The dashed lines represent a fit to the middle segments of each curve. The clear downward trail off when search extends beyond a sequence of 24 fixations, in Fig. 6c , indicates that some aspect of search in the dense arrays increases the likelihood of detection toward the end of trials of long duration. This could result from several different causes, the most likely is that the subject has successfully excluded an area of the display from further search during the long trial (a form of memory) and thus increased the probability of detection.
The question remains whether the observed constant P t reflects no memory or a constant memory. For instance, a small memory buffer could fill within the first few fixations and thereafter appear as a constant memory as items moved in and out of the buffer. If there is an effect of memory on search then the most likely place to observe a change in the probability of target detection should be during the first few fixations, when memory may be accumulating. To examine this we determined the fixation by fixation probability of target detection from the cumulative probability data for each subject (see Appendix item 3). Fig. 7 plots the change in P t as a function of the sequential fixations within a trial averaged across all four subjects, except for array set size 96 which had only 3 subjects.
Interestingly the very first fixation is associated with a value of P t that is nearly identical to a simple chance selection (1/N) for the first search saccade, suggesting that the monkeys simply made a random saccade to fixate a stimulus at the beginning of the trial. Thereafter from the 2nd fixation onward the value of P t is constant throughout the trial for the large array set sizes. For the smaller array set sizes (6 and 12) there is a steady increase in the probability that may be expressing the accumulation of memory items. One way to think about P t (the probability of target discovery on a given fixation) is to consider it as a ratio, with the numerator an expression of how many objects are inspected during a single fixation and the denominator the total number of objects for consideration. Covert shifts or parallel processing affect the numerator, memory affects the denominator. Small changes in memory will have a disproportionate effect on small array set size performance. Working under the hypothesis that the amount of information processed during a fixation does not change or at least does not increase across the first few fixations we asked whether the changes in P t during the first few fixations are consistent with memory changes. Consider, first, the case where only the item fixated was processed and thus the identity of only one item could enter memory per fixation. The progression of expected changes in P t for this simplest case for an array of 12 items with complete memory is 1/12, to 1/11, to 1/10, and to 1/9 (0.08, 0.09, 0.10, and 0.12) over the first four fixations. Clearly after the initial fixation this progression does not match the curve for 12 items in Fig. 7a . A similar argument can be made for the array of six items. In both cases the value of P t grows substantially faster. This could mean that more than one item is added to memory each fixation, but that requires more than one item to be processed per fixation, i.e., the numerator must be greater than one. Clearly if the numerator is greater than one, then the need to invoke memory to explain performance is decreased. A consideration of the values of P t for array set sizes of 24, 48 and 96 indicates (a) Probability of target detection given that the target has not been found on previous fixations as calculated from the cumulative probability distribution. Probability of target detection on the initial fixation is close to chance (1/N) but thereafter is greater than chance indicating that either memory of items has reduced the effective N, or that more than one item is processed per fixation. (b) Calculated trade-off that produces the observed probability of target detection. Each data point represents a combination of items in memory and items that must be scanned to achieve the observed detection probability. The linearity of the curves indicates that in the average the probability of target detection is not changing from fixation to fixation. The estimates of the probability value were obtained from linear fits to the curves as indicated by the dashed lines (see Table 2 ). The curves in each plot represent an ordered arrangement of the array sizes labeled in a.
that unreasonably large changes in memory alone would be required to produce the observed probabilities, e.g., for an array of 48 items to have a P t of 0.09 (1/11) about 36 items would have to be in memory after the first fixation. Therefore the changes in the initial values of P t must reflect changes associated with a probability ratio whose numerator is greater than 1.0, thus requiring more than one item to be processed per fixation.
To examine the impact of memory on our estimate of the number of items that need to be inspected we first determined the average value of P t during the 2nd through 6th fixations and calculated how the relative number of items in the probability ratio would change as a function of memory. Those average P t values were 0.38, 0.23, 0.14, 0.09, 0.05 for arrays 6, 12, 24, 48, and 96. The number of items that must be scanned (s) to produce the calculated value of P t was determined by the relation P t = s/(N À 1 À m), where m is the number of items in memory, N is the array set size, and N À 1 corrects for the fact that fixation was almost always on a stimulus thereby removing it from the selection pool. Fig. 7b shows the results of these calculations for 0-5 items in memory. If covert shifts explain performance then Fig. 7b demonstrates several points. First the number of covert shifts per fixation, i.e., the number of items processed per fixation, must change as a function of array set size. Second adding memory to the equation increases the differences between set size conditions. For large array set sizes a small change in the number of items in memory (0-5) has little impact on the number of items that must be scanned in order to account for the observed value of P t . However, for the small array set sizes the impact on performance of a few items in memory can be relatively substantial.
If we assume that the number of items scanned for a given array set size is constant, then we can calculate the change in the memory buffer across fixations. For example, consider the array size 6 data in Fig. 7a ; there is an obvious change in P t across the 2nd to 6th fixation. If we assume that only one item is scanned per fixation, then the change from a P t of 0.30 on the 2nd fixation to a P t of 0.45 on the 6th fixation represents a change in memory load from 1.67 to 2.78 items. If as is likely the number of items scanned per fixation is greater than one, then the required memory load decreases. Consequently the above exercise demonstrates that only very small memory requirements are needed to explain the search performance data.
These analyses very clearly point toward a limited role of memory in visual search and offer a clear description of the amount of information (number of items) that must be scanned either serially or in parallel to account for the observed detection probabilities. In addition there is always the possibility that the changes are associated with a change in the numerator (the number of items processed per fixation), a non-memory agent. A significant role for memory in target detection during active search seems to be limited to the small array set sizes.
An alternate role for memory in visual search is in the guidance of eye movements rather than in target detection per se; a memory for a path rather than the memory of the identity of the items in a local region. A memory of the locations just visited helps with selection of where to go next. In that sense a small memory buffer is useful to all array sizes. These issues are closely aligned with the inhibition of return (IOR) phenomena (Klein, 2000; Posner & Cohen, 1984) .
Memory about the locations of items recently visited is not captured by the probability of detection analysis. Although in this experiment all distracters were identical, and therefore the identity of an object at a previous location could be inferred, nevertheless the issue of location is separate from identification and the above analysis of memory does not address the issue of the buffer size of memory of locations that may be used in guidance. One method that has been used to infer memory of locations during search is to measure the number of re-fixations of previously examined items (Klein, 2000) . To illustrate, Fig. 8 plots the probability of re-fixating an item during search at various lags from the initial fixation for each array size. Evidence for some form of memory for previously examined items is present when the probability of re-fixation is less than the chance event of fixating the item, 1/(N À 1). Fig. 8 was generated by dividing the number of times an item was re-fixated during a search trial by the number of opportunities. This measure was made as a function of the ordinal lag between initial fixation and the re-fixation of the item. In examining the data it is important to note that the number of opportunities to make an assessment decreases dramatically as the lag increases and as the array set size decreases. We required at least 50 measurement observations per data point per animal, with the average across monkeys shown in Fig. 8 . Two results are clear; the first is that the probability of re-fixation remains below simple chance levels for 6-8 fixations following the initial fixation of an item. For most array set sizes the probability of an immediate refixation is somewhat higher than that after a lag of 3-4 fixations. Although the probability differences are small for large arrays the measurements are based on thousands of observations and thus represent clear evidence for a memory of recent past locations. Secondly for long lag conditions at least in the larger array set sizes there appears to be a higher than chance level of re-fixation. The baseline calculation of chance performance is debatable under these conditions, as is the influence of guidance strategy (Findlay & Brown, 2006; Hooge, Over, van Wezel, & Frens, 2005; Klein & MacInnes, 1999) , and the issue of whether the memory is internal or external (Hayhoe, Bensinger, & Ballard, 1998; O'Regan, 1992) . For example, it is possible that a guidance strategy in dense arrays (e.g., move toward a boundary) prevents re-inspection over the short term. In any case, the analysis depicted in Fig. 8 is sufficient to indicate that some form of memory for location exists for all array set sizes and persists across several fixations. Our two analyses of memory appear to distinguish between two different uses of memory in visual search. The clear role of memory in reducing re-inspection of items is in counterpoint to the small and limited role memory plays in identification of the object as presented in the previous paragraphs.
Arguments for or against serial processing are often based on the assumption that a serial process requires additional time per item processed. The result shown in Fig. 7b that more items per fixation must be scanned for larger array sizes suggests that if a serial inspection of the items is occurring there should be a concomitant increase in the fixation durations associated with larger array set sizes. We previously reported (Motter & Belky, 1998a ) that average fixation durations do not change substantially as a function of array set size. While this is true in the overall average, there are finer distinctions. Fig. 9 shows the average fixation duration across the four monkeys as a function of the ordinal fixation sequence within trials for each array set size. Fig. 9 'non-targeting' shows the fixation duration of all trial fixations other than the one that preceded the saccade that captured the target. Fixation duration is relatively constant across array set sizes of 24, 48, and 96 items (mean 185 ms), whereas performance for an array of 6 items shows a marked increase in fixation duration across the first few fixations and similarly for an array of 12 items after the initial 6 fixations. However, the vast majority of the total number of fixations are occurring within the first few fixations for the smaller arrays as can been seen in Fig. 6a and b . Therefore in an overall average there is no meaningful difference in fixation duration between array set sizes. Fig. 9 . Fixation duration in milliseconds as a function of the within trial fixation sequence. Fixations are sorted into those that precede the final fixation (targeting) and those that do not (non-targeting). There are no clear differences in either array set size or targeting versus non-targeting classifications for arrays of 24, 48 or 96 items. An increase in fixation duration as the trial proceeds for the array of 6 and 12 items suggests a change in strategy for handling sparce or end of trial conditions. The segments of increasing duration differ ($45 ms) between targeting and non-targeting conditions, a difference consistent with termination of search planning when the target is found. It is possible that the increase with search time represents the influence of strategies that develop as the search scene becomes ordered through exploration or sparseness. Under other search conditions, fixation duration increased with search time (Antes, 1974; Irwin & Zelinsky, 2002) . While the search displays we employed were randomized to prevent or discourage simple sampling strategies, after a few fixations in the smaller arrays some guidance or memory strategy is needed to prevent re-fixations, as was shown to be the case in Fig. 8 . We suggest that the increasing fixation durations for the arrays of 6 and 12 items reflect the difference between the more opportunistic rapid saccade-fixation combinations in dense arrays and the selective planning of saccade-fixation combinations in the smaller arrays. Further evidence that suggests the increasing fixation durations are a mark of a different type of search comes from a comparison of 'non-targeting' with 'targeting' fixation durations. Fig. 9 'targeting' depicts the durations of fixations that preceded the saccade that captured the target as a function of the ordinal number of that fixation in the search sequence. Although each duration in the 'targeting' group is smaller than its corresponding value in the 'non-targeting' group (ANOVA, targeting factor p < .001), the differences (12 ms) for the array set sizes of 24, 48, and 96 are too small relative to our measurement precision to be considered meaningful. This general result also applies to the initial portion of the array set size 6 and 12 data. However, the average 'targeting' fixation duration was 45 ms less than the 'non-targeting' fixation duration for the portion of the curves that are elevated above the baseline of the other array set sizes. This suggests that a change in processing that requires more time is occurring on an increasingly larger percentage of the fixations late in the search, resulting in the increase in fixation duration. The difference in timing between nontargeting and target conditions suggests the detection of the target truncates the increased processing demand. This is consistent with a more selective planning of saccade-fixation combinations late in the trial.
In summary for the vast majority of fixations there is no clear difference in fixation duration between array set sizes. We had expected to see an overall difference between 'targeting' and 'non-targeting' fixation durations that reflected the time necessary to select a new fixation location. If this difference exists it is small, no more than 10-20 ms.
Cumulative probability estimates of the number of items inspected by covert shifts during each fixation
Our approach to estimating the number of covert shifts uses a simple model (see Section 2.5) that describes total detection probability as a combination of the detection resulting from covert shifts during each fixation and chance detection resulting from an eye movement. Total detection probability on any fixation, P t , can be estimated by measuring the slope of the plots of log(1 À P cum ) versus fixation, as shown in Fig. 6c and d , and evaluating each result as log(1 À P t ). The straight narrow lines, in Fig. 6c and d, are linear fits to the curves that provide the estimates of P t shown in Table 2 for each subject. If we remove from this total probability estimate the contribution of chance discovery by saccades and the contribution from memory, then we are left with a probability that should represent the contribution due to covert shifts. In turn, we can then estimate the number of covert shifts needed to produce an equivalent detection probability. We have shown above that the memory buffer for search is quite small and steady especially after the first few fixations. Nevertheless we cannot say exactly what the size of the memory buffer is, so let us begin by examining the case of no memory. A no memory assumption establishes an upper limit for the number of covert shifts.
In the case of no memory, P t can be divided into a component, P s , due to a chance detection made by saccading to the target and into a component, P c , which accounts for detection by covert shifts during each fixation. The total probability of target detection is an additive combination of the probability that either component alone discovers the target plus the probability that both components jointly discover the target on a given fixation, that after condensing yields,
An estimate of the number of covert shifts per fixation (a) can now be made directly from the values of P t from Table 2 . Using the simple covert model and assuming no memory we recognize that P c , expressed as a/(N À 1), must make up the difference between the total probability P t and the 1/(N À 1) value of P s (see Appendix item 4). Here again we use N À 1 rather than N because each mid-trial fixation is on an array item. Table 3 provides the estimated number of covert shifts per fixation for each array size condition, for each monkey under the assumption of no memory except for the item fixated. The number of covert shifts per fixation increases as array size increases. Why? The mechanistic answer is that a must change to maintain the equality given by P c = a/(N À 1).
Although the value of P c decreases as array size increases (Table 2) , the 1/(N À 1) component decreases even faster. Thus if search proceeds by a serial inspection of items, as the covert model assumes, then the number of such inspections (successful yes/no inspections) must rise as array size increases to yield the observed probability of target detection. For each doubling of the array size, approximately 1 additional covert shift is required to explain the observed probability of detection.
Comparisons of estimates of covert shifts and what constraints are set by the estimates
Estimates of a from the spatial distribution method are compared in Fig. 10 with those derived above from the cumulative probability method for each monkey for each array set size. Both estimates assume a no active memory condition. Although the two estimates of a are derived from quite different perspectives, they are in close agreement. Arrays of six items need but a single covert shift per fixation to account for the observed probability of detection above chance levels, and this would be reduced if a memory for the previously inspected item was available. As array set size increases, and stimulus density increases, both methods have the result that the number of covert shifts (the number of items that must be inspected) made per fixation is small but increases with increasing array set size.
Discussion
During visual search, target detection is limited by the spatial extent of the search area and the density of items. Because targets are discovered with fewer fixations than are necessary to account for serial item by item inspection, an inspection of more than the fixated item must occur during each fixation. The existence of pronounced array set size effects, as observed in this study, is considered a hallmark of serial, self-terminating processes. In covert shift models of visual search spatially separated objects are individually scanned by focal attention in a serial fashion. During a single fixation it is postulated that several items are serially scanned by covert shifts of attention. In this study we developed a formal analysis of the covert shifts of attention in terms of the probability of detection that such shifts must add to the simple random chance discovery of items in order to yield the observed visual search performance. In doing this we have identified the minimum number of items that must be processed effectively in each fixation.
We describe total search performance as the sum of two random processes, overt saccades and covert shifts, working simultaneously. A parametric analysis of this model yielded two pieces of information: the spatial distribution of the items that must be inspected by covert shifts, and the number of covert shifts per fixation (the number of items) required to account for the measured detection probability. There is nothing non-physical about the parameters obtained. The distribution of necessary covert shifts is realizable (that is there are sufficient items at required eccentricities) and the number of covert shifts is not prohibited by anything we know at present about visual processing.
Our modeling effort produced three principle observations. (1) In the average the locations of items that must be visited by covert shifts occur in a small area surrounding the fixation position that constricts with increasing array density. This small radial area is not distorted or expanded in the presence of a boundary or edge, i.e., effective covert scanning is not redistributed away from a boundary. (2) To account for the observed detection probabilities the number of covert shifts per fixation must increase with array set size. For our search conditions (and assuming no memory of the identity of inspected items) this ranges from about one covert shift per fixation for arrays of 6 items to about four per fixation for arrays of 96 items. (3) Memory for identified items plays a very small role in target detection during a fixation, but may in terms of guidance play a larger role in planning and executing eye movements. Fig. 10 . Estimates of the number of covert shifts. Comparison of the number of covert shifts needed to account for performance based on estimates from the cumulative probability distributions versus estimates from the distributions of the spatial probability of target detection. Lines connect the data for individual subjects. Lines connect sequential increases in array set size from 6 to 96 as labeled for subject MTL. The two methods yield very similar estimates of the number of covert shifts per fixation necessary to explain the observed detection performance. Several assumptions were made to obtain covert shift estimates. One assumption was that covert shifts are completely efficient, that is, each shift accurately provides a yes or no answer as to the identity of the inspected item. Although covert attentive inspections are normally viewed as efficient (Chun & Wolfe, 2001; Treisman, 1988) , what if a shift was unable to provide an answer or provided an incorrect answer? Within the model the covert inspections that count are those that are successful, that is, those that identify the items correctly. Our description therefore represents a minimal estimate of the number of shifts and their spatial distribution necessary to account for the observed correct detections. Inefficient covert shifts would mean that the actual number of shifts was greater than our estimates. The spatial distribution of successful covert shift detections remains the same in the face of inefficient shifts, although the probability of detection per fixation obviously would decrease if the number of shifts per fixation remains the same.
A second assumption is that both covert shifts and saccades target individual stimuli rather than a location between stimuli. Various investigators have suggested that stimuli may be grouped or clustered into subsets and that scanning may be directed at group properties or at a property occurring within the group rather than individual stimuli (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Pashler, 1987; Treisman & Sato, 1990) . In more heterogeneous arrays than those used here that may certainly be a basis for scanning. In the single color Ts and Ls arrays used here there is little basis for clustering other than spatial proximity and possibly axial alignment. Within the context of this task, is there a benefit of saccading into the middle of a cluster of stimuli rather than onto one of the stimuli of the cluster? Because the spatial probability distribution rapidly decreases with eccentricity, and because the task goal of our paradigm is to fixate the target, there is always a cost, never a benefit, associated with fixating a position between stimuli. The strategy of centering the probability of detection distribution somewhere between stimuli so that it overlaps at least two stimuli never outweighs the benefit of centering it on a single item. A perceived cluster of stimuli may provide the impetus for a saccade to the cluster, however, the rapidity of capture of a target within the cluster does not benefit from saccades that place fixations between items. It may be that the target-capturing requirement has resulted in the observed high percentage of fixations directly upon a stimulus. A different task, such as, a judgment of the presence or absence of a target, may result in a different eye movement strategy (Findlay, 1997; Zelinsky & Sheinberg, 1997) . We chose target capture because it requires a foveation that is typical of difficult identification problems. Using the target capture paradigm, human performance is very similar to the monkey results in terms of saccading to items; sensitivity distributions, and cumulative probabilities (Motter & Simoni, 2007; Simoni & Motter, 2003) .
Problems with the covert model
Our analyses show that the average number of covert shifts per fixation must rise with increases in array set size, but the average fixation duration does not change. The duration of a normal visual fixation is considered to be made up of several components, a sampling of the foveated item, a sampling of peripheral space for saccade targeting information, and a motor planning period. Stimulus identification and visual analysis for saccadic planning could proceed in parallel. However, dual task experiments have demonstrated that the attentive processes that identify foveal objects, those that identify peripheral items and those that select the target location and accompany saccades, all three, compete for the same focal attentive resources (Braun & Julesz, 1998; Kowler et al., 1995 , Sperling & Melchner, 1978 . Adding the identification of a single peripheral target to a saccade task has been shown to increase the saccadic latency by 50-100 ms (Kowler et al., 1995; McPeek, Maljkovic, & Nakayama, 1999) . Thus it seems quite unlikely that covert shifts whose purpose it is to identify peripheral targets during active search do not add additional time to search in proportion to the number of items inspected by shifts. Quite interesting it is the timing and conditions of the studies just cited that appears to correspond with the targeting/non-target differences we observed late in the search trial in arrays of 6 and 12 items (Fig. 9) .
Can the mismatch between fixation duration and number of shifts be resolved by assuming that the processing time of item identification is an increasing function of eccentricity? Under this assumption the smaller the set size, and therefore the greater the eccentricity for nearby items, the longer the processing time per item required, thus adding time in proportion to set size and balancing out the paradoxical number of covert shifts. While plausible, if it were true we would expect to find a positive correlation between the saccade amplitude of targeting saccades and the prior fixation duration within a given array set size. We have found no such correlation, and Carrasco, McElree, Denisova, and Giordano (2003) have actually found the opposite result, faster processing times for more peripheral stimuli.
Resolving the paradox by allowing more than one item to be processed at a time violates the premise of a serial covert model and invokes a parallel or hybrid model. Therefore if covert shifts occur during active search, what assumption in the covert model is incorrect and has lead to this paradox? Only the assumption of a random selection of items for covert inspection within the area constrained by the sensitivity curve (P c in Fig. 1d) remains to be challenged. If a covert shift has a higher than chance probability of inspecting the target among the items available in the area about fixation, then the estimate of the number of covert inspections per fixation needed can be reduced, even dramatically. What factors exist that could guide covert shifts to the target? Certainly parallel feature selective processes could provide guidance for covert shifts (Chun & Wolfe, 2001; Treisman, 1988; Wolfe, 1994) .
Surface features, such as color or luminance, can effectively guide saccades to specific stimuli at and beyond the edge of the spatial sensitivity curve, that is, to locations beyond the region in which items can be completely identified (Motter & Belky, 1998b) . However, surface feature differences were specifically eliminated in the current study. Only the shape of the T vs. L differentiated the target from distracters. Therefore there was no subset of items though which covert shifts could be guided to the target, and therefore no reduction in the number of covert shifts required. In the absence of features in the scene that could guide covert shifts, there remains the possibility that covert shifts are guided to objects based on their proximity or discriminability as determined by the local crowding. While proximity or crowding based prioritization of objects for inspection might explain the observed spatial distribution of detection probabilities, i.e., objects are found only where they are actually inspected, there is no apparent method to selectively guide covert shifts to targets versus non-targets.
Despite evidence that covert shifts of attention do occur coupled to planned saccades (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Kowler et al., 1995; Peterson et al., 2004) , and evidence from other studies that planning can occur for more than the next saccade (Araujo et al., 2001; Godijn & Theeuwes, 2003; Peterson et al., 2004) , we also are forced to the conclusion that a series of covert shifts during fixation are not the likely basis for target detection during active search. We have provided an account of the chance probability of target discovery, the action of memory and the spatial extent of target identification in the area surrounding the point of fixation. In doing this we have found a nearly 4-fold increase in the number of items that need to be serially inspected during each fixation in a covert model as arrays set size changes from 6 to 96 items. That this occurs without a change in fixation duration seems an untenable position. Our analysis has uncovered some remarkable constraints on the spatial deployment of attention in active search that may help us understand some of the unexpectedly poor saccade performance in some planned saccade tasks (Araujo et al., 2001; Gersch et al., 2004; Hooge & Erkelens, 1999) . The ability to detect peripheral items during the short fixations associated with active search appears to be quite limited. Limited, perhaps, simply because the fixations durations are short and processing is invested in selecting the next target, whereas longer maintained fixation paradigms appear to break this condition and allow us the experience of directing attention away from the fixation point.
Appendix A
(1) The probability of target detection on a given fixation (P t ) can be divided into a component, P c , due to a detection mechanism using covert shifts and into a component, P s , due to chance detection made by saccading to the target. The total detection probability, P t , is an additive combination of the probability that either component alone discovers the target plus the probability that both components jointly discover the target on a given fixation. The components combine in the following fashion P t ¼ P c Á ð1 À P s Þ þ P s Á ð1 À P c Þ þ P c Á P s that reduced and rearranged yields P c ¼ ðP t À P s Þ=ð1 À P s Þ This equation can be evaluated as a function of distance between target and fixation providing a function P c (r) that is the corrected spatial distribution of the probability of detection with chance discovery removed. It can be viewed as the component of total probability that is due to detection attributed to covert shifts. (2) A standard survivor function approach to examining the cumulative probability data was employed. The standard cumulative probability function given as Eq. (5) in the body of the paper was rewritten as a linear equation of f in logarithmic format, producing a standard slope equation format equivalent to the familiar y = mx form,
The value of log(1 À P t ) can be determined from the slope of the plotted function and this in turn can be solved for P t (3) The probability of detection on the f fixation is the increment in cumulative probability between f À 1 and f divided by the probability that the target had not been previously detected {1 À P cum (f À 1)}.
P t ðf Þ ¼ ðP cum ðf Þ À P cum ðf À 1ÞÞ=ð1 À P cum ðf À 1ÞÞ:
This equation provides the exact form of the probability P t , and thus it differs from the estimate of P t as derived from the slope of the log of the survivor function based on the cumulative probability equation which assumes a constant value of P t . (4) Solving for the number of covert shifts per fixation from the cumulative probability. Partitioning the probability of target detection on a given fixation into separate chance and detection components and solving for P t yields
Substituting 1/(N À 1) for P s and a/(N À 1) for P c results in the following expression that captures the total probability as a function of random saccade and covert shift probabilities of detection:
then solving for a, the number of covert shifts per fixation, yields a ¼ ððN À 1Þ Á P t À 1Þ=ð1 À ð1=ðN À 1ÞÞÞ:
